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Abstract
Background Sport parachuting is a dangerous recreational activity for which available literature appears unsatisfactory to form a basis for injury prevention.
Aim Overall: Explore some risk factors in sport parachuting. Study I: Identify fatal incident
and injury mechanisms for skydiving (sport parachuting from aircraft). Study II: Identify fatal
incident and injury mechanisms for BASE jumping (sport parachuting from fixed objects) for
each of the four fixed object types B-A-S-E (building, antenna, span, earth). Study III: Identify non-fatal incident and injury mechanisms for skydiving. Study IV: Evaluate the validity
of a compulsory reporting system among active skydivers. Study V: Explore some aspects of
the Swedish skydiving culture and its relation to injury risks and injury reporting. Study VI:
Describe the mechanism of incident and injury for a free fall shoulder dislocation.
Methods Descriptive epidemiological studies of (I) fatal injury events in Swedish skydiving, (II) fatal injury events in BASE jumping worldwide, and (III) non-fatal injury events in
Swedish skydiving. Self-report survey of (IV) Swedish skydivers to measure: Sensitivity, as
the proportion of injury events fulfilling the reporting criterion that were actually reported;
Specificity, as the proportion of false positives in relation to the defined gold standard. Content
analysis of (V) Swedish skydiving participant narratives. First-person narrative and free fall
video recordings (VI) of one case.
Results Overall: Risk factors associated with “free fall” flight of the human body and recreational usage of parachutes were described. Study I: Fatal risk factors in skydiving included
student instability in free fall, leading to unstable parachute activation with subsequent line
entanglement or parachute activation failure. Unintentional water landings also contributed
to fatalities. Every fourth skydiving fatality survived impact and died during transports or in
hospitals. Study II: Fatal risk factors in BASE jumping included parachutist free fall instability,
miscalculation of free fall acrobatics, deployment failure by the parachutist, pilot chute malfunction and parachute malfunction. In cliff jumping (BASE object type E), parachute opening
towards the object jumped with subsequent collision was a frequent factor. Poor visibility,
strong or turbulent winds, cold and water also contributed to BASE jumping fatalities. Study
III: Non-fatal risk factors in skydiving included experience level and type of student-training
system. The lower extremities, spine and shoulders were important regions of injury. The
most serious injuries were seen in experienced skydivers. Study IV: The overall sensitivity of
the skydiving injury reporting system was 0.37 (95% confidence interval (CI) 0.24-0.51). With
non-minor injuries as the target for reporting, the sensitivity was 0.67 (95% CI 0.43-0.85). No
significant effect on reporting was found for gender, age, license level, years in the sport, total
number of jumps or club affiliation. The specificity was 0.91 (95% CI 0.83-0.95). Study V: It is
suggested that Swedish skydiving culture is carried by the local club; not the national association. Skydiving culture at the local drop zone and formal and informal hierarchical structures
among skydivers may be what really decides how rules are enforced, risk-taking behavior is
seen, and if incidents and injuries are reported. Study VI: The free fall airstream forces were in
this case strong enough to dislocate a shoulder joint, which has safety implications that should
be considered by participants and medical doctors performing precourse examinations.
Conclusion A number of risk factors in sport parachuting are described. Some technological,
training and regulatory interventions are suggested to increase safety.
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Sammanfattning
Bakgrund Sportfallskärmshoppning är en farlig fritidsaktivitet för vilken tillgänglig litteratur
förefaller otillfredsställande som grund för skadeprevention.
Syfte Det övergripande syftet var att utforska risker i sportfallskärmshoppning. Delstudie I:
Identifiera dödliga incident- och skademekanismer i ”skydiving”, dvs sportfallskärmshoppning
från luftfarkost. Delstudie II: Identifiera dödliga incident- och skademekanismer i ”BASEhoppning”, dvs sportfallskärmshoppning från fasta objekt, för var och en av de fyra fasta
objektstyperna B-A-S-E: building (byggnad), antenna (antenn, t ex radiomast), span (spann/
valv, t ex brospann), earth (jord, t ex klippavsats). Delstudie III: Identifiera icke-dödliga incident- och skademekanismer i ”skydiving”. Delstudie IV: Utvärdera validiteten i ett obligatoriskt
rapporteringssystem bland aktiva utövare av ”skydiving”. Studie V: Att belysa delar av den
svenska fallskärmskulturen och dess relation till risk och skaderapportering. Delstudie VI:
Beskriva skademekanism för luxation av en axelled i fritt fall.
Metod Deskriptiva (beskrivande) epidemiologiska studier av (I) dödliga skadehändelser i
svensk “skydiving”, (II) dödliga skadehändelser i BASE-hoppning i världen, och (III) ickedödliga skadehändelser i svensk “skydiving”. Enkätstudie (IV) bland aktiva svenska utövare
av ”skydiving” för att mäta: Sensitivitet, som andel skadehändelser som uppfyller rapporteringskriteriet som faktiskt rapporterades; Specificitet, som andel falskt positiva i relation
till definierad guldstandard. Innehållsanalys (V) av narrativ från aktiva svenska utövare av
”skydiving”. Fallstudie (VI) narrativ i första person med videoupptagningar i fritt fall.
Resultat Övergripande: Riskfaktorer associerade med flygning i ”fritt fall” av människokroppen samt rekreationell användning av fallskärmar beskrevs. Delstudie I: Dödliga riskfaktorer i
”skydiving” inkluderade elevers instabilitet i fritt fall, ledande till ostabil fallskärmsaktivering
med påföljande intrassling i linor eller ingen/låg fallskärmsaktivering. Oavsiktlig vattenlandning bidrog också till dödliga skadehändelser. I vart fjärde dödsfall hade hopparen överlevt
nedslaget och avled under transport till eller på sjukhus. Delstudie II: Dödliga riskfaktorer i
BASE-hoppning inkluderade hoppares instabilitet i fritt fall, felbedömningar associerade till
frifallsakrobatik, felaktig fallskärmsaktivering av hopparen, felfunktion av pilotfallskärm samt
felfunktion av fallskärm. I klipphoppning (BASE kategori E) var fallskärmsöppning mot objektet
som hoppats följt av kollision en frekvent faktor. Dålig sikt, starka eller turbulenta vindar, kyla
och vatten bidrog också till dödsfall i BASE-hoppning. Delstudie III: Icke-dödliga riskfaktorer
i “skydiving” inkluderade erfarenhetsnivå och typ av elevutbildning. De nedre extremiteterna,
spinalkolumnen och skuldrorna var viktiga skaderegioner. De allvarligaste skadorna beskrevs
bland de mest erfarna hopparna. Delstudie IV: Den övergripande sensitiviteten för skaderapporteringssystemet var 0.37 (95% konfidensintervall (CI) 0.24-0.51). Uppmätt för icke-lätta
skador var sensitiviteten för skaderapporteringssystemet 0.67 (95% CI 0.43-0.85). Ingen
signifikant effekt på rapporteringen kunde beskrivas för kön, ålder, licensnivå, år i sport, totalt
antal hopp eller klubbtillhörighet. Specificiteten var 0.91 (95% CI 0.83-0.95). Delstudie V: Från
textanalysen föreslås att de lokala klubbarna är bärare av svensk fallskärmskultur, och inte
Svenska Fallskärmsförbundet (SFF). Trots att förbundet har en formell makt över klubbarna
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så tyder fynden på att kulturen i de lokala klubbarna, och formella och informella hierarkiska
strukturer bland hoppare, i själva verket avgör hur regler och bestämmelser följs, och om
incidenter och skador rapporteras till SFF. Delstudie VI: Luftströmmen i fritt fall orsakade
luxation av en axelled, vilket har implikationer för säkerhet som bör beaktas av hoppare och
läkare som gör undersökningar inför grundkurser.
Slutsatser Ett antal risker i sportfallskärmshoppning beskrivs. Interventioner beträffande
teknik, teknologi, träning samt regelverk för att öka säkerheten föreslås.
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Abbreviations
Among abbreviations used throughout this thesis are:
AAD
AFF
AIS
BASE
DZ
FAI
IPC
MAIS
PLF
RI
SFF
USPA

Automatic Activation Device (e.g. for the reserve parachute)
Accelerated Free Fall (a skydiving student training method)
Abbreviated Injury Scale*
Building; Antenna; Span; Earth
Drop Zone (skydiving area)
Fédération Aéronautique Internationale
International Parachuting Commission
Maximum Abbreviated Injury Scale
Parachute Landing Fall
Riksinstruktören (SFF National Safety Officer)
Svenska Fallskärmsförbundet
United States Parachute Association

A list of common abbreviations and technical terms in skydiving, from Bryan Burke’s The
Student Skydiver’s Handbook,1 is available online from the Dropzone.com website (http://
www.dropzone.com/safety/resources/handbook/gloss2.shtml). The USPA provides an online
English skydiving glossary on its website (http://www.uspa.org/Default.aspx?tabid=70) and
information in Swedish is available online from the SFF website (http://www.sff.se).

* Committee on Injury Scaling. The Abbreviated Injury Scale 1998 revision. Des Plaines, IL: Association for
the Advancement of Automotive Medicine, 1998.
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Introduction
Parachuting
We live at the bottom of an ocean of air. This can be observed in the melancholy of falling
autumn leaves. Like coins sinking through clear water, they are slow. The reason is that the
surrounding medium is relatively thick. A person falling passively through the lower atmosphere will in a few seconds reach a terminal vertical velocity of around 200 km/h, that is,
approximately seven times her maximum running speed. This rate of descent can be lowered
with an aerodynamic decelerator, a contraption that slows down motion against air. One type
of aerodynamic decelerator is the parachute, mentioned in Chinese literature two millennia
ago as a means to safely jump from a high object2 and possibly put to practical use in that
country during the 1100s.3 Leonardo da Vinci designed a rigid-frame parachute in the 1480s4
that Katarina Ollikainen from Umeå, Sweden, five hundred years later built and on July 25,
2000, British parachutist Adrian Nicholas successfully used from an altitude of 3 000 meters
over Mpumalanga, South Africa (figure 1). He did, however, disconnect it before landing and
deployed and landed his regular sport parachute instead. Another possible parachute design
proposed in Renaissance Italy predates the da Vinci parachute with about a decade. In 1595,
Italian Fausto Veranzio also designed a parachute.2, 5, 6

Figure 1. July 25, 2000, Adrian Nicholas jumped from 3 000 meters altitude over Mpumalanga, South
Africa, using a parachute built from a design suggested by Leonardo da Vinci in the 1480s. Photos courtesy of Peter Degerfeldt/Blue Sky AB and Baldwin H. Ward & Kathryn C. Ward/CORBIS/ SCANPIX.
1

Reports of parachuting activities in Siam (Thailand) during the 1600s may have served as
inspiration for European parachute designers in the 1700s.5 French hot air balloon designer
Joseph Montgolfier constructed a parachute that was successfully tested from a tower with
a sheep as parachutist in 1779. (Montgolfier may or may not have parachuted off a building
himself too). The word “parachute” (Greek/French: “against fall”) was reportedly coined by
Frenchman Louis-Sébastien Lenormand, who did parachute tests (perhaps with himself as
parachutist) off the Montpellier Observatory in 1783. Jean-Pierre Blanchard dropped animals
under parachutes from balloons during the 1780s and fellow Frenchman André-Jacques
Garnerin jumped himself from a balloon over Paris on October 22, 1797. To measure altitude,
Garnerin carried a barometer. All in all, he did five jumps. His future wife, Jeanne Labrosse,
made a parachute jump over Paris on October 18, 1799 and his niece Elisa Garnerin, made a
total of 39 jumps. In 1808, Polish balloonist Jordaki Kuparento made an emergency jump from
a burning balloon over Warsaw. A flexible parachute filled out by airpressure was used in the
United States in the early 1880s by Thomas Baldwin and P.A. Van Tassel. Baldwin learned to
steer his parachute and, on advice from William “Buffalo Bill” Cody, took his airshowmanship
to the United Kingdom. In the 1890s, Käthe Paulus and Hermann Lattemann in Germany used
a system with the parachute packed in a bag. Paulus did a total of 147 jumps before she retired
from parachuting in 1909. By the turn of the century, deployable aerodynamic decelerator
systems were in practical use. During the first years of the 1900s, Americans Leo Stevens and
Charles Broadwick designed systems for packing the parachute on the parachutist.2, 6 The
pilot chute deployment system, that is, a small deployable parachute that anchors into the
airstream and pulls out the actual parachute, was designed by Italian Joseph Pino in 1911.7
In 1912, Albert Berry used a pack on the aircraft system from an airplane over Jefferson Barracks, Missouri, and in 1914, Charles Broadwick’s foster daughter Georgia “Tiny Broadwick”
Thompson performed a manual free fall activation of a parachute. Throughout her parachuting
career, she did some thousand jumps.2
Rescue parachutes for pilots came to wider use during the First World War, prompting
governments to take a stake in aerodynamic decelerators.2 Amidst this growing interest in
jumping and falling, American Leslie Irvin was inspired by the jumping of a spring-loaded
jack-in-the-box and the falling trousers of a circus clown to design an improved manually
activated parachute. He fitted a pilot chute with a spring (like a jack-in-the-box) compressed
under a ripcord that could be pulled to release it (like the clown’s trousers), all packed in a
self-contained system on the parachutist, permitting long free falls. At least, this is how Irvin
himself later told the story.8 Some literature mention Floyd Smith as the actual inventor.6
Leslie Irvin first jumped this design in the spring of 1919 and in 1922, Harold Harris survived
an emergency jump from an airplane using a manually activated parachute, free falling some
600 meters before activating his parachute.2
During the Second World War, parachuting became an important component of warfare.
In 1939, the Soviet Union used paratroopers in its war against Finland and in 1940, German
paratroopers took part in the invasions of Norway and Denmark. That year, Japan began
military parachute training with instructors from Germany.6, 9 Germany went on to land
some 14 000 soldiers by parachute during the 1941 invasion of Crete.7 Also in 1941, Peru
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used paratroopers in the Ecuadorian-Peruvian War. In 1943, the Indian Parachute Brigade
was formed.6 In the 1944 Western Allies invasion of Normandy, the United States alone used
more than 13 000 paratroopers.9 Among aviators saved by parachute during the Second World
War was George H.W. Bush, who was to become the 41st President of the United States. After
his presidency, Bush signed up for a skydiving course. Some of his enthusiastic commentary
on sport parachuting is available from the US National Skydiving Museum (http://www.
nationalskydivingmuseum.org) and the George Bush Presidential Library and Museum (http://
bushlibrary.tamu.edu/image.php?id=2431).

Sport parachuting
Accuracy landing competitions were held in 1928 and 1932 in the United States and in 1930 in
the Soviet Union.6, 7, 10 Herbert Emerson “Spud” Manning did a 75 second free fall on March 1,
1931, over Los Angeles. Manning developed techniques for a stable body position and controlled maneuvers in free fall.6, 11 After the Second World War, civilian parachute organizations
were formed in several countries. The World Air Sports Federation, Fédération Aéronautique
Internationale (FAI), was proposed to include parachuting in 1948. In 1951, the first world
championships in sport parachuting were held in Bled, Yugoslavia (now Slovenia). One of the
events involved a combined water-landing in Lake Bled and swimming-race.6, 7 The Swedish
Parachute Club, that was to become the Swedish Parachute Association (Svenska Fallskärmsförbundet, SFF), was formed September 28, 1955.8, 12 French Leo Valentin, like Manning,
developed techniques for stable free fall and an early wing suit during the 1950s. At about the
time when in 1956 French Chalom and Potron passed a baton between each other in free fall,
repeated two years later by Lyle Cameron (Hoffman by some literature) and James Pearson in
1958 over Vancouver, Canada, the prevailing English term for sport parachuting from aircraft
had come in use: Skydiving.6, 7
In 1964, American Domina Jalbert filed for a patent for a wing parachute.13 Earlier attempts at similar designs had been made, including a “parakite” in the late 1800s,2 but Jalbert’s draft was the one that caught on, bringing a paradigm shift to parachuting as great as
manual activation. Both the techniques and technologies of sport parachuting saw important
developments during the 1970s, including competitive formation skydiving, or “relative work”
as it was then called.6, 7 An influential early relative worker was American Jerry Bird. A wing
parachute reserve was introduced in 1978.7 In 1979, American Bill Booth filed for patent for the
3-ring release system for the main parachute in case of emergency.14 It soon came to replace
military-surplus releases such as the Capewell parachute release, and is today predominant
on the market. “Piggyback” rigs, that is, a compact backpack containing both the main and
reserve parachute, were in widespread use well before Booth introduced the 3-ring.15 Moving
the reserve to the back of the parachutist enabled tandem skydiving with a belly-mounted
passenger, which during the 1980s grew into both an introductory experience to the sport
and a student training method.
An increasing amount of fixed object parachute jumps were performed during the 1960s
and 1970s. In 1981, American Carl Boenish coined the term BASE jumping for this branch of
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recreational parachuting, from the English acronym for the principal types of objects: Building,
antenna, span, earth (figure 2).16 From the 1990s and onwards, equipment design in skydiving
and BASE jumping deviated. With a few exceptions, BASE systems to date have been designed
with only one parachute. This is different from skydiving, where a reserve parachute under
most regulations is mandatory. The argument for using a single-parachute system is simplicity and reliability in a parachute deployment situation where there is no time or altitude for a
subsequent reserve parachute deployment.

Figure 2. The four principal types of objects in fixed object parachuting named by Carl Boenish to
form the acronym for BASE jumping: Building, antenna, span, earth. Top left: A building jump in
Russia. Top right: A novice BASE jumper under the supervision of his mentor, preparing for exit from
a radio antenna in Sweden. Bottom left: A bridge jump in the United States. Bottom right: A cliff jump
in Switzerland. Photos courtesy of Martin Rosén, Patrik Berggren and Andreas Wennerbäck.
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An important difference between skydiving and BASE jumping is expected airspeed at parachute deployment. The airspeed range 0-200 km/h is called subterminal, as it is lower than
the terminal vertical velocity of a human body in the lower atmosphere. Current fixed object
parachuting technology distinguishes between subsets of the subterminal velocity range, with
one important division being made after approximately 3 seconds of falling,17, 18 when a reefing device to retard the parachute opening becomes necessary to reduce deceleration forces,
to protect both equipment and parachutist. The prevailing reefing system, used in both BASE
jumping and skydiving, is called a “slider”. In BASE jargon, jumps are accordingly defined as
either “slider-on” (=“slider-up”), or “slider-off” (=”slider-down”).
During the 1990s, skydiving landing speeds increased dramatically with faster wing parachutes and radical parachute flying, including the steeply diving ‘‘hook turn’’ performed to gain
airspeed. This decade also saw a rise in popularity of free fall glide ratio enhancing garments,
e.g. the wing suit, in both skydiving and BASE jumping (figure 3). French Patrick de Gayardon
was a prime mover in these and several other developments in the sport at that time. One of
his main contributions to wing suit design was the introduction of ram-air technology. Current
wing suit designs give the parachutist a maximum glide ratio >3:1, comparable to that of flying
squirrels.19, 20 In 1997, the FAI organized the first World Air Games in Efes, Turkey. 3 000
participants from 60 countries competed in 16 different air sports championships. The author
took a tenth place with the Swedish parachuting team, competing in a free fall acrobatics event
(any academic would derive some satisfaction from having deliberately landed by parachute
inside the Library of Celsus). The sport parachuting activities of the FAI are conducted under
the direction of the International Parachuting Commission (IPC), which today recognizes
several competitive parachuting disciplines both in free fall and under parachute (complete
list with updated information: http://www.fai.org/parachuting). A number of competitive
sport parachuting events are held outside the FAI, including last year’s World Base Race in
Romsdalen, Norway (http://www.worldbaserace.com) and the ISSA World Cup Series of Speed
Skydiving (http://www.speedskydiving.eu). Exceeding 400 km/h over Lille, France, in a 2004
competition rendered the author a fourth place in the latter. Today, free fall speeds exceed
500km/h and speeds regularly exceed 100 km/h while flying the wing parachute level to the
ground for a prolonged distance; current world record 206.85 m.22 Vertical wind tunnels for
training free fall flight techniques (for example Bodyflight Bedford in the United Kingdom:
http://www.bodyflight.co.uk) appear to have gained in popularity during recent years.
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Figure 3. A parachutist flying a wing suit from a cliff in Norway. A BASE parachute was subsequently
deployed at sufficient altitude above the valley floor and landed uneventfully. Photo courtesy of Stein
Olsen.

Dangers in parachuting
It is possible that a review of Oriental literature would reveal parachuting incidents long before
aerodynamic decelerators were used in Europe. Elisa Garnerin suffered at least one hard landing in unfavourable wind conditions on a jump over Prussia, sometime before she retired from
parachuting in 1836. On July 24, 1837, Robert Cocking was killed when the rigid framework of
his parachute collapsed during a jump from a balloon near London. Over that same city in 1839,
the cords of John Hampton’s parachute became entangled, but the injuries sustained in the
crash landing did not kill him. Joseph Lawrence, an associate of P.A. Van Tassel, was swept into
the sea on a jump over Hawaii and killed by sharks. In 1908, over Longton, United Kingdom,
Dolly Shepherd suffered serious injuries after performing a mid-air rescue of fellow parachutist
Louie May. Grant (William by some literature) Morton’s parachute jump from an airplane over
Venice Beach, California, in 1911 ended in the Trolley Way power lines and he dropped hard
onto the tracks. Leslie Irvin broke an ankle on the first test-jump of his manually activated
parachute system. William Newall’s parachute got hung up beneath the aircraft during a jump
over Denmark in 1922. He was able to release himself from the harness at an altitude of 20
meters over the water, but was found dead.2, 6 Also in 1922, Elsa Andersson, Sweden’s first
female aviator, suffered a fatal parachute malfunction.23 Four years later, in 1926, two fatalities
at a military exhibition in Stockholm convinced the Swedish authorities to decree restrictions
on parachuting in the country that were not eased until the 1950s, with the formation of the
Swedish Parachute Ranger School (Arméns fallskärmsjägarskola, FJS).8 The early years of
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military parachuting training appear to have suffered around one injury in every fifty training
jumps measured with an all-inclusive injury defintion. For instance, Tobin et al. examined data
from the 501st and 502d Parachute Battalions of the United States between August 1, 1940, and
August 1, 1941, and found a total of 121 injuries out of a jump volume of 4490 jumps, giving
an injury rate of 2.4% per jump. The hospital admission rate in their material was 0.7% per
jump.24 Military parachuting into actual combat during the Second World War had high injury
rates: Over 30% of all American airborne personnel during the entire conflict became casualties, to be compared with 10% among regular infantry formations, and German paratroopers
suffered 58% casualties during the invasion of Crete.25 German and American paratroopers
used a landing technique in which the parachutist landed with feet apart and rolled forward
across an outstretched arm. The British developed a sideways landing roll with feet and knees
together, the so called parachute landing fall (PLF) still in use worldwide to prevent landing
injury.26 Several excellent reports chronicle this and other gradual improvements of military
parachuting training during the later half of the 20th century, but to the hurried reader, The
epidemiology of skydiving injuries: World freefall convention, 2000-2001 may be a good
choice.27 It contains a historical table comparing injury studies of both military and civilian
parachuting. In the fall of 1956, disaster struck the Swedish Parachute Ranger School, when
three parachute rangers drowned in Lake Norrbysjön.8
During the 1940s and 1950s, American physician John Paul Stapp studied the physiological
effects of acceleration and deceleration using himself as a test subject on a 1000 km/h rocket
sled with a powerful braking system. He coined Murphy’s law, the humorous saying frequently
referenced in skydiving that “anything that can go wrong will go wrong”, in reference to one
of his co-workers, Edward Murphy.28, 29 One of Stapp’s rocket sled runs was monitored by an
observation airplane piloted by Joseph Kittinger.30 Later, the two went on to work together in
the American space program, directing some of their energy toward balloons and parachutes.
One of the problems they worked on was how to maintain a stable body position while in free
fall through the atmosphere, in case of an astronaut emergency jump. Manual activation had
brought a new and mysterious category of fatalities into parachuting: Activation failure, where
investigation showed no other fault than the parachutist’s complete lack of attempt to deploy
a perfectly functional parachute. Further investigations showed that in several cases of activation failure, the parachutists had been spinning around so violently in the free fall airstream
that centrifugal forces exceeded muscular strength required to adduct the arms and pull the
ripcord, and increased intracranial pressure to intolerable levels.31 As early as 1925, Randall
Bose had experienced free fall instability during a 13 seconds delay: “Things started to go black
before my eyes. I was spinning very violently, and feared that I might lose consciousness.”6
American tests with anthropomorphic dummies during the 1950s recorded free fall spins of
220 revolutions per minute. The free fall technique developments of Leo Valentin came to a
tragic end on May 21, 1956, when his wooden wing suit broke on exit and put him in a free fall
spin, leading to entanglements of his main and, subsequently, reserve parachutes. A remedy
that was tried against the free fall instability problem was a small stabilisation parachute dragging above the free falling parachutist.6, 31 With this system, August 16 1960, Joseph Kittinger
parachuted from 31 km altitude above New Mexico.2 Photographic material from his successful
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jump is freely available over the Internet, for instance from YouTube (http://se.youtube.com/
watch?v=81gn2oLeC_U). It is still unknown if “D. B. Cooper” survived parachuting into rain
at night from a Boeing 727 jet airliner over the United States on November 24, 1971, holding
a bag with 200 000 United States dollars of stolen cash. The authorities no longer consider
him an “expert skydiver”, given that a number of risk factors associated with the jump may
not have been acceptable to a proficient sport parachutist.32

Dangers in sport parachuting
Ryan and Thomas described the risk of free fall flat spin in their 1965 report Sport parachuting
and sky diving.33 The same year, in a study of 100 American sport parachuting fatalities 19561964, Frank Kiel noted that deployment failures by the parachutist were often ‘‘associated with
an uncontrolled fall’’, and that “poor body position, with tumbling or legs apart, is the most
common cause of entanglement, although some of the skydiving maneuvers lead to trouble
also”.34 Kiel noted that one-third of the fatalities were student skydivers. In 1965, Kiel also
published a report on military sport parachuting deaths, in which he mentions water landing
as a prominent fatality risk factor.35 The free fall instability mentioned by former President
Bush in his speech cited above is an example of the risks associated with learning for the
first time to “dive” (fly the human body) in the strange environment of the sky. In 1953, over
Venice, Italy, Salvator Canarrozzo suffered a no-pull fatality as a result of a low-pull contest
with his friend Rinaldi.6 The first sport parachuting fatality in Sweden, May 5 1965, was a
student who tried to correct free fall instability (rotation) too long and pulled low, achieving
line stretch at impact.36
Another cause for deployment failure among sport parachutists was suggested by Margaret
Bullock in 1978, when she showed that a proportion of female parachutists could not exert
the maximum ripcord release pull force permitted by the relevant parachute specification.37
Apart from her elegant study, literature on the risk patterns of civilian parachuting during the
1970s is scarce. This is unfortunate, since it was during this era that several of the factors that
(positively and negatively) influence current risk patterns appear to have entered the sport.
A saying, even printed on T-shirts, suggests important skydiving safety improvements as
concurrent with the spread of HIV: “Remember when sex was safe and skydiving dangerous”.
The harsh statement ”Blue Skies Black Death” also dates from the pre-1980s era and may deserve special attention in the present context. It is still quoted and found on T-shirts (see for
instance: http://www.paragear.com/templates/parachutes.asp?group=7&level=1), parachute
rigs, and even tattoos. Jason Laurendeau used it as title for his thesis on skydiving subculture
in 2000.38 Though later perceived by some as an expression of recklessness, skydivers active
at that time say that “BSBD” expressed the opposite: ”Lovely up there... watch out”.39 In other
words, while in the blue sky, remember the black earth. However, something that may be a
prominent parachuting hazard is often depicted as blue: Water. In addition to the military
drowning fatalities mentioned above, a great tragedy befell sport parachuting August 27,
1967, when 16 parachutists drowned in Lake Erie in the United States. They jumped through a
cloud cover, misinformed by an air traffic controller that the airplane was over Ohio airport.40
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Slovenian parachute designer Stane Krajnc recently told the author that the above mentioned
combined water-landing in Lake Bled and swimming-race was upheld as a competition for
several years, but discontinued after a contestant drowned.
June 07, 1984, Carl Boenish, who had ushered in modern fixed object sport parachuting,
died on a cliff jump in Romsdalen, Norway. He struck an outcropping in free fall.41 Succeeding
fatalities and difficult rescue operations in that area motivated Norway in 1987 to prohibit BASE
jumping within certain mountain areas.42 A policy against fixed object sport parachuting is also
enforced by the United States National Park Service.43 However, before the recent publication
of data from Lysefjorden in Norway,44 no risk estimate for parachuting from cliffs existed. In
the United States, there has been some governmental debate regarding BASE jumping in that
country,45 and in the BASE jumping community, there has been discussions concerning the
risks associated with some organized BASE expeditions to Norway.46
A few systematic studies of skydiving injuries have been undertaken since the early 1980s.
Niels Ellitsgaard reported that in Denmark between 1979 and 1983, a total of 110 000 jumps
resulted in six fatalities and 155 non-fatal injury events requiring medical treatment, that is,
an approximate injury rate of 0.14% per jump.47 A similar injury rate was reported for the
Netherlands between 1981 and 1985, with 267 injuries in a total 193 611 jumps.48 From Great
Britain, injury rates of 120–360 per 100 000 jumps have been reported, with the risk of injury
being some tenfold higher for novices than for those having jumped at least once before.49,
50 Norwegian Jens-Henrik Johnsen’s investigation of personality variables in skydiving, including “accident proneness”, was cut short when he fell victim to a fatal skydiving incident
March 14, 1992. He was going to defend his doctoral thesis on the subject in the autumn the
same year. The unfinished manuscript points out several personality variables that may be of
relevance to traumatology.51 The aforementioned study of injuries treated at first-aid stations
at the World freefall convention 2000-2001 by Barrows et al. reported a total injury rate of
170 per 100 000 jumps and a hospital admission rate of 18 per 100 000 jumps.27 In their
literature review, they noted that comparative analysis of previous skydiving injury studies
is confounded by discrepancies in methods.27 An attempt to address this lack of systematism
was made by Hart and Griffith, who developed a skydiving fatality taxonomy to discriminate
between technological malfunctions and operator errors.52 They reported that between 1986
and 2001, 507 people in the United States had died from injuries sustained in skydiving, with
an increase in landing fatalities with open parachute and fully functional gear, but without
change of overall fatality rate.53
These apparently changing risk patterns may be partly explained by two changes in skydiving
that took place concurrently during the 1990s: At the same time as landing speeds increased
with faster wing parachutes and radical parachute flying, a new generation of automatic reserve
activation devices (AAD) were also introduced. The first of these was the CYPRES, a model
designed by German Helmut Cloth, after in 1986 one of his friends had died in an incident
preventable by an automatic activation device.54 The reliability of these devices led to widespread acceptance and use. However, aforementioned British skydiving athlete Adrian Nicholas
(who in 2000 jumped the Leonardo da Vinci parachute) died in a 2005 incident related to his
AAD. During a steeply diving hook turn, Adrian’s AAD reacted to the high vertical velocity by
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deploying the reserve parachute, creating a dual-parachute situation that prohibited level flight
before impact. The preset activation sink rate being continuously exceeded for several seconds,
this was not a malfunction of the AAD. A number of similar events now have encouraged
manufacturers to produce AADs for high-speed landing approaches, allowing higher sink rates.
Vidovic and Rugai investigated skydiving fatalities in the United States 1992-2005 (n=439)
and concluded that hook turns were a major cause of death but not significantly associated
with higher wing loading, and that fatalities caused by not having a functional parachute have
decreased over the years in that country.55
For the year 2006, the IPC Technical and Safety Committee described 51 skydiving fatalities
from a total of circa 6 million jumps made by >800 000 persons in 39 countries.56 Four of
these countries are believed by the IPC to supply exceptionally reliable and valid data: Finland,
France, Norway and Sweden. The quality of the Swedish data derives from the fact that the
Swedish Civil Aviation Authority has delegated regulation of skydiving sporting activities in
the country to the SFF. As the sole superintendent of Swedish skydiving, the SFF maintains a
central registry of participants and activity, and collects data on incidents including injuries
through a compulsory reporting system. Given the practical difficulties in practicing civilian
sport parachuting from aircraft over Sweden without the knowledge and approval of the SFF,
its skydiving database may be among the best available for research on any sport or recreational activity.
Fixed object sport parachuting, unregulated and partly illegal, would seem a difficult subject
matter to explore other than for certain objects in certain areas, such as the Norwegian study
cited above. However, astonishingly and highly commendable, American BASE jumping pioneer
Nick Di Giovanni has been collecting data on fatalities in all types of fixed object parachuting
since 1985 on a worldwide basis. The data collection has been performed through personal
communication with witnesses, friends and relatives, and he has made the information available to the BASE jumping community over the Internet on the World BASE fatality list (http://
www.splatula.com/bfl). Several cases are documented by eyewitness reports.

Rationale for the thesis
Thus, it appears that sport parachuting is a dangerous activity practiced by a substantial
amount of people for which current literature appears unsatisfactory to form a basis for injury
prevention, and for which trauma data have been continuously recorded for decades by the
Swedish Parachute Association and Nick Di Giovanni.
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Aims
Overall aim
Explore some risk factors in sport parachuting.

Specific aims
Study I:

Describe the epidemiology of fatal incidents in Swedish skydiving 1955 - 2003.

Study II: Identify typical incident and injury mechanisms leading to fatality in a worldwide
case series of BASE jumping fatalities 1981 - 2006.
Study III: Describe the epidemiology of non-fatal injuries in Swedish skydiving 1999 2003.
Study IV: Examine some aspects of the validity of the SFF injury reporting system 2006 2007 among skydivers active in Sweden 2008.
Study V:

Explore some aspects of the Swedish skydiving culture and its relation to injury
risks and injury reporting.

Study VI: Describe the mechanism of incident and injury for a free fall shoulder dislocation.
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Methods
Overall method
Descriptive epidemiological study.

Specific methods
Study I: Descriptive epidemiological study. Analysis of mechanisms of incident and injury
examining human, equipment and environment factors, with correlation to demographical
and jump data. A procedure for analyzing operator performance was used, in which incident
factors were categorized by three independent raters in line with the skydiving fatality taxonomy
developed by Hart and Griffith.52
Study II: Descriptive epidemiological study. The Haddon matrix79, which divides injury events
into sequential stages (pre-event, event and postevent) and elemental factors (human, equipment and environment), was used to examine fatal BASE jumping injury events for each type
of object (B-A-S-E). Worldwide overall annual fatality risk for all object types was calculated
from Mæland’s estimate of the number of active BASE jumpers in the world during 2002.57
Study III: Descriptive epidemiological study. Outcome measures were frequency and severity of reported injuries. Skydivers included in the study were sent a questionnaire asking for
injury details and permission to read medical records. Injury severity was categorised using
the Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS), with every separate injury assigned an AIS value 1–6.
Every separate incident was categorised by the maximum AIS (MAIS) value sustained in it.
Incidence rates were calculated by experience level and training system. Descriptive statistics
were produced on the distribution by gender and experience level of: Number of incidents,
age, number of jumps, severity and phase of jump when the injury occurred.
Study IV: Comparison of injury data obtained from the SFF compulsory reporting system
with data obtained from a self-report survey. Study IV seizes upon the opportunity that in
2008, Swedish skydiving license renewal was for the first time administered exclusively with
a web-based system, enabling a primary contact with all athletes active in this sport in this
country. Outcome measures were sensitivity (the proportion of injury events fulfilling the reporting criterion that were actually reported) and specificity (the proportion of false positives
in relation to the defined gold standard).
Study V: Data collection was made through individual interviews with a sample of Swedish
skydivers. The interviews were started with an open-ended question: “Could you be so kind
and tell me about events where you have injured or have been near to injure yourself while
skydiving?”. The question generated narratives among the respondents and follow-up questions
were only asked when the respondents were needed to be lead back to the area of interest. An
interview guide was at hand to ensure that all areas of interest were covered. Sandelowski puts
forth that narratives makes an understanding of human experiences possible.58
Study VI: First-person narrative of one case with accompanying free fall video recordings
from two different angles.
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Additional data on demography, activity and equipment of a skydiving population: As a part
of study IV, all skydivers renewing their license for 2008 or answering the web-based injuries
questionnaire were asked to disclose individual data to the SFF for a number of variables.
Examples of these variables are: Total number of jumps today; year of entering skydiving
student training; type of skydiving student training; current level of license; main parachute
size. Some of these data had already been collected for 2006/2007 with the SFF registry, from
which data was also obtained. Login password to the web-based injuries questionnaire was
the social security number of the skydiver, from which age could be derived. From this data,
some characteristics of a skydiving population that may be of relevance to the study of risk
factors were described.

Data analysis
Overall data analysis
The Swedish skydiving data was considered a national total material. The worldwide BASE
jumping data was considered a case series.

Specific data analysis
Study I: Descriptive statistics.
Study II: Descriptive statistics.
Study III: Pearson’s x2 test was used to test for gender differences in the relative frequency
of injuries related to landing, as opposed to other phases of the jump, as well as wing loading (ratio of total suspended weight to wing platform area of parachute ,1.3 vs >1.4 lb/ft2) as
determinant of parachute airspeed was related to severity of incident (MAIS 1+2 vs 3). The
latter was investigated for landing incidents with licensed skydivers where weight of skydiver
and size of parachute were known. Differences in age, gender, number of jumps and injury
severity (MAIS category) between questionnaire respondents and the total sample were tested
for using Student’s t test (age and number of jumps) and Pearson’s x2 test (gender and MAIS
category). Statistical analyses were performed using STATA V.9.0.
Study IV: Factors affecting the likelihood of reporting were evaluated using logistic regression.
Univariable associations were investigated in the software SPSS Statistics 17 and multivariable modelling was performed using Stata 10. The dependent variable was “report in 2006
or 2007” (yes=1, no=0) and candidate predictor variables were: gender (male/female), age,
license level (dichotomized as E (student) license + A license versus B+C+D license; A-licensed
being the least experienced and D-licensed being the most experienced), years in sport, total
number of jumps, club affiliation as well as the gold standard, i.e. “injury requiring contact
with a physician” (yes=1, no=0). We also evaluated “non-minor injury requiring contact with
a physician” (yes=1, no=0) as an alternative gold standard. Robust standard errors were obtained to account for repeated measurements on individuals with injuries in both 2006 and
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2007. By including the gold standard as one of the predictors, point and interval estimates
of sensitivity and specificity, adjusted for the other variables, and based on robust standard
errors, were obtained.
Study V: The interviews produced narratives which were analyzed with qualitative content
analyses. In line with Patton’s work, material generated in qualitative studies is viewed as
unique, and thereby it is also requiring a unique analytical approach.59 In the analysis, an
attempt has been made to categorize both the manifest (what is said) as well as the latent
content (what it means) of the text, referred to as categories and themes.60, 61 In the process
of analyzing the interpretation moved back and forth between the parts and the whole.62 For
a detailed description of content analysis please read Study V.
Study VI: Descriptive sequential narrative of an injury event with video illustrations.
Additional data on demography, activity and equipment of a skydiving population: Descriptive statistics.

Materials
Overall materials
The materials consisted of Swedish skydiving data mainly obtained from the SFF register and
through questionnaire responses; worldwide BASE jumping data mainly obtained from Nick
Di Giovanni’s register; and data obtained from interviews with individual Swedish skydivers.
An overview of materials and study designs is given in table 1.
Table 1. Overview of the studies upon which this thesis is based. In four cases in study II, gender was
unknown. Total number of respondents in study IV was 1049.
Study

I

Design

Quantitative Quantitative Quantitative Quantitative Qualitative

II

III

IV

V

Qualitative

Place

Sweden

Worldwide Sweden

Sweden

Sweden

Time

1955-2003

1981-2006

1999-2003

2006-2007 2007

2005

Number of cases 37

106

257

151

17

1

Males

30

92

181

94

11

1

Females

7

10

76

57

6

-

Mean age yrs
(range)

29 (17–58)

Unknown

29 (16-63)

32 (19-56)

30 (22-44) 33

Sweden

VI

Specific materials
Study I: The Swedish Parachute Association conducts investigations on skydiving fatalities
on behalf of the Swedish Civil Aviation Administration. The investigation material contains
technological data, police reports, post mortem autopsy records and photographic documentation. All archived investigation material 1955–2003 was reviewed. Complementary information was obtained from local departments of forensic medicine, the Swedish Civil Aviation
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Administration, the International Parachuting Commission, personal interviews and in the
case a fatal civilian jump was performed by a military employee, from the Swedish Parachute
Ranger School. Fatalities involving Swedish and foreign skydivers jumping in Sweden were
included. Airplane crashes and parachuting fatalities in other countries involving Swedish
skydivers were excluded. Fatalities associated with parachuting from fixed objects was also
excluded, as was a tandem passenger who suffered a fatal acute myocardial infarction during
the skydive.
Study II: Fatalities in 1981–2006 resulting from jumping from fixed objects with parachute
equipment throughout the world that have been reported to Nick Di Giovanni were included.
Fatal injuries sustained directly after and in relation to the landing (such as drowning) were
also included. Fatal injuries sustained during the ascent to an exit point were excluded, as were
verified suicides, jumps without any kind of parachute equipment and unsuccessful attempts
to use equipment so technically anomalous that BASE jumpers would not normally define
them as BASE jumps. In our database we added details from our own direct observations (two
cases), from direct eyewitness reports to us (six cases) and from video material (four cases).
See also the World BASE fatality list (http://www.splatula.com/bfl).
Study III: All skydiving events in Sweden between 1999 and 2003 took place in clubs affiliated to the SFF. Incident reporting to the SFF is compulsory. In conjunction with an incident,
individual and environmental data are collected, as is information about the equipment used.
The SFF is the body responsible for issuing skydiving licences of levels A (inexperienced) to
D (expert), and maintains a member registry with demographic data, as well as jump volume
data for Sweden. From 1999 to 2003, the number of Swedish skydiving clubs decreased from
24 to 22. Monthly jump volumes could be obtained for the largest skydiving club (Stockholm
Skydive Club) between 2001 and 2003. Discrete jump volume could only be obtained for A–D
levels of license as a group, and for student skydivers. Jump volumes were not available at
the individual level. All reported skydiving incidents resulting in non-fatal injuries in Sweden
between 1999 and 2003 were included. Four fatal incidents were excluded and analysed as part
of study I. Tandem jumps, military parachuting, skydiving airplane crashes and parachuting
incidents in other countries involving Swedish skydivers were also excluded. The nationalities
of skydivers in the total 257 incidents were 251 Swedish, 4 Norwegian and 2 Danish. Foreign
skydivers jumping in Sweden were included in the total jump volume. Skydivers included in
the study were sent a questionnaire asking for injury details and permission to read medical
records. Initial non-responders were sent a second copy of the questionnaire and were also
contacted by telephone. A total of 229 questionnaire responses were received (response rate
89%).
Study IV: All skydivers renewing an SFF license (A, B, C, D) in 2008, including student (E)
licenses, were considered active participants. The two preceding jump seasons (2006 and
2007) were chosen as time of exposure and Sweden as place of exposure. Tandem jumps,
military parachuting, skydiving airplane incidents and parachuting injuries in other countries
involving Swedish skydivers were excluded. All skydivers renewing their licenses (including
students) were asked to fill out a voluntary web-based questionnaire asking if they had held
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an SFF license 2006 and/or 2007 and if so, had they suffered any acute injuries in the sport
during that time period. Skydivers answering that they had suffered an acute injury in the sport
2006/2007 according to the questionnaire injury definition were contacted by email, letter
and/or telephone and asked whether they had visited a physician for the injury or not. They
were also asked to describe the injury as accurately as possible. This further contact from the
first author is hereafter referred to as the classification contact. A total of 1049 persons who
had held an SFF license including student licenses 2006 or 2007 had renewed their license by
September 3, 2008. All of these responded to the web-based questionnaire inquiry if they had
suffered any acute injuries in the sport 2006 or 2007 (response rate 100%). They reported a
total jump volume for 2006 + 2007 of 146 231 jumps, but that number also included jumping abroad and should be lowered to give an estimate of SFF jumps made by these persons.
A total of 128 persons were identified as having suffered a total of 151 injury events 2006 or
2007, of which a total of 27 had been reported to the SFF. A total of 82 persons, representing
99 injury events, responded to the classification contact (response rate 64%), the last on December 12, 2008. In six cases, physician contact was unknown. Four injury events were found
to have been reported to the SFF but not to the questionnaire. When contacted and asked for
details, the four skydivers stated that they had suffered minor injuries and that none of them
had contacted a physician for these injuries. These four cases were included and treated as if
having stated injury 2006 or 2007 in the questionnaire.
Study V: Inclusion of respondents was made through a convenience sampling procedure,
i.e. respondents readily at hand and willing to participate in the study was interviewed. Respondents were either recruited through a personal approach by the first two authors (at drop
zones) or by a web posting on an internal skydivers web forum. Efforts were made to include
respondents from a broad spectrum of skydivers regarding sex and experience of skydiving
(novices and licensed skydivers) and to include respondents located in different parts of
Sweden. In total, 20 people were invited to the study of which three denied participation. The
total sample of 17 people comprised of six women and eleven men aged between 22 and 44
years of age (median= 29). They had been skydiving between one and 25 years (median= 6)
and had made between 14 and 3400 jumps (median= 750). Interviews were conducted during
May-December 2007.
Study VI: The author, whose left shoulder dislocated in free fall, gave a written description of
the event. In addition, video material was obtained from two free fall cameramen who filmed
the event, one from below and one from above.
Additional data on demography, activity and equipment of a skydiving population: All persons (n=1049) renewing a skydiving license in the Swedish Parachute Association 2008 were
included.

Ethical considerations
Local ethical committee approval (04-021 M) was obtained for studies I-IV. The type of research performed in study V is not regulated through the Swedish legislation of research on
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humans. Nevertheless, throughout the work with study V, careful account was taken of ethical
issues. For example, prior to an interview the interviewer informed the participant of the aims
of the study, how much time it would take and that participation was voluntary and that the
participant could end the interview whenever he or she wanted. The interviewer assured that
no single individuals would be named and that their integrity and confidentiality would be respected in the presentation of the findings. Local ethical committee approval was not necessary
for study VI, since the case described was the author. The local ethical committee approval for
study IV encompassed the data collection regarding demography, activity and equipment of a
skydiving population. Informed consent was obtained for publication of all photos.

Methodological considerations
Study I: National total material. Fatality as outcome measure. The external validity may be
weakened by differences regarding human, equipment, environment and society related factors
in other countries. The relatively low number of cases would seem to suggest some caution in
extrapolations. The time period included changes in technique and technology.
Study II: Worldwide material. Several cases are documented by eyewitness reports. In some
cases, the eyewitnesses have confirmed the information directly to the authors, and in some
cases, the eyewitnesses were the authors. Fatality as outcome measure. The database is informal with varied level of detail available and the possibility of unreported cases. The estimate
of the number of active BASE jumpers in the world during 2002 was based on interviews
with BASE jumpers active in Norway during that year.57 The time period included changes in
technique and technology.
Study III: National total material. Several weaknesses of study III were addressed by study
IV and will therefore not be discussed at length here. However, among study III limitations
that study IV could not cover are a relatively low number of cases in some categories (note
that the AFF student training system incidence rate of reported non-fatal skydiving injury
events 1999-2003 was calculated from 8 cases out of an activity level of 9 828 jumps) and
self-stated mechanisms in some cases (for instance turbulence at landing). As in study I, the
external validity may be weakened by differences regarding human, equipment, environment
and society related factors in other countries.
Study IV: National total material, questionnaire response rate 100%. The investigation
does not cover individuals who quit the sport. Self-stated injury descriptions were of varying
quality.
Study V: Inclusion through a convenience sampling procedure, inclusion bias may have
occurred but steps were made in order to enhance trustworthiness and transferability.61 The
structuring and analytic procedure was under constant discussion between the three authors
until consensus was reached. As a second way, the findings were presented and discussed in
a focus group pertaining of an expert panel of ten skydiving instructors associated to various
skydiving clubs in Sweden. Three respondents denied participation due to various reasons.
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In all 17 respondents were included and data was judged as to be fairly saturated, i.e. that in
the last interviews not much information was added to the previous interviews, but rather
confirmed.
Study VI: Case study. The patient narrating the experience is the author. Incident video
recordings from both angles are of good quality enabling frame-by-frame and slow motion
analysis.
Additional data on demography, activity and equipment of a skydiving population: National
total material. Self-stated data, except for age which was derived from the social security
number of the skydiver.
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Results
Overall results
Risk factors associated with “free fall” flight of the human body and recreational usage of
parachutes were described.

Specific results
Important specific results include:

Study I
The first fatal civilian sport parachuting incident in the Swedish Parachute Association appears
to have occurred in 1965. During the 40-year period 1964–2003, 37 fatally injured were included, giving an incidence of 0.9 per year, or 1.7 per 100 000 jumps. During the years 1994–2003,
the fatality rate was 0.8 per 100 000 jumps. The annual number of active skydivers 1994–2003
varied between 2780 and 3704, giving a mean annual fatality rate of 28 per 100 000 skydivers
and year. Post mortem autopsy records were found in 22 (59%) cases, showing massive injuries
to the central nervous, cardiovascular, respiratory, musculoskeletal and urinary systems, and to
the liver, spleen, pancreas and skin. Seven cases survived impact and died during transports (2)
or in hospitals (5). One case of fatal parachute opening deceleration had caught the deploying
reserve parachute around his neck, and landed under the reserve a few minutes later without
spontaneous breathing, with vertebral fractures and injuries to the thyroid cartilage and spinal
cord. Nineteen (51%) of all fatalities were student skydivers. Of all 19 student fatalities, 8 (42%)
occurred during the first four jumps with manual deployment of the parachute after initial
training with automatic deployment. Twelve (63%) of the 19 student fatalities were related to
parachute activation with unstable body position or general free fall instability, leading to no
or too low parachute activation, or entanglement with the deploying parachute. This group
included the case who caught the deploying reserve parachute around his neck. Of a total five
drowning incidents, four were students. Two cases of alcohol inebriation were found among
the 22 post mortem autopsy records, having blood alcohol concentrations of 0.3 and 0.29 g/L,
the latter with a urine alcohol concentration of 0.19 g/L. No other recreational or significant
prescription drug could be verified in the present material. No case of harness malfunction
was found. Six cases of immediate primary main parachute malfunction were found, excluding
malfunctions induced by entanglement or after having operational parachute. Four primary
main parachute malfunctions were followed by failure of the skydiver to activate the reserve
parachute at sufficient altitude. A total of 21 (57%) cases could be attributed to no or too low
reserve parachute activation. No conclusive case of primary reserve parachute malfunction
was found. Twelve (32%) of all fatalities had an inflated and operational parachute at some
point prior to injury. Of those 12 cases, 5 were drownings, 2 were incorrect disconnections of
an operational main parachute without subsequent reserve activation at sufficient altitude, 2
were low altitude midair wing parachute collisions at separate instances, 1 was an entanglement into antecedently operational wing parachutes during a planned docking in flight, 1 was
a tree-landing outside the designated landing area with a subsequent fall of 5 meters and 1 was
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a radical low altitude wing parachute maneuver. Only one of the total five drownings involved
a wing parachute, when after main parachute deployment the student turned the wrong way
and landed in a lake. Suspected failure or inappropriate operation of an automatic parachute
activation device was found in five cases, the latest in 1984. In two cases of drowning, automatic
activation devices were activated by water landing and deployed the reserve, with subsequent
line entanglement being a contributing incident mechanism in at least one of the cases. Two
cases of malfunctioning life jackets were found among the five drowning incidents. Both cases
were pulled down under water by the parachute equipment.

Study II
A total of 106 fatal injury events that occurred in the world 1981–2006 were included. Yearly
distributions by type of object and country of incident are given in figures 4-5. At least six
cases were a first BASE jump (B=1, A=2, S=0, E=3) and 13 cases were reported alive on
site. Of the total 70 earth cases, 24 were categorised as unintentional cliff jumping free fall
instability (19 men, 5 women; number of previous BASE jumps reported in 17 cases (range
0–550), median 5). Of these 24 cases, at least 2 were a first BASE jump and in 15 cases the
unintentional free fall instability was followed by deployment failure by the parachutist (10
no pulls, 5 low pulls). In 9 of these 24 cases the unintentional free fall instability was followed
by an off-heading parachute inflation and cliff strike. Of the total 13 span cases, 2 were categorised as unintentional free fall instability. No building or antenna cases were categorised
as unintentional free fall instability. Deliberate free fall acrobatics was categorised as distinct
from unintentional free fall instability. In 8 of the 70 earth cases, free fall acrobatics was a
main factor. All 8 were men and the number of previous BASE jumps was reported in 4 cases
(range 240–800 BASE jumps, median 374 BASE jumps). In all 8 cases the failed acrobatics
was followed by deployment failure by the parachutist. Five of the 8 cliff jumping acrobatics
cases were deliberate falls in a supine position, of which 3 involved filming fellow jumpers in
free fall. Of the 13 span cases, one was categorised as free fall acrobatics, and of the 12 antenna
cases, one was categorised as free fall acrobatics. No building cases were categorised as free
fall acrobatics. Of the 70 earth cases, 26 were categorised as off-heading parachute openings
(towards the object jumped), and all these 26 cases resulted in cliff strikes. Of the 11 building
cases, 3 were categorised as off-heading parachute openings into the edifice jumped and one
into an adjacent structure. Of the 12 antenna cases, one was categorised as an off-heading
parachute opening resulting in a wire strike. Three cases of rigging (gear configuration) factors
were: incorrect configuration of steering lines (n=1), wrapping pilot chute bridle around body
before exit (n=1) and pilot chute not connected to parachute (n=1). Four cases of parachute
packing factors were: snow inside parachute left to melt and then refreeze to ice (n=1), pullup cord (a packing aid) left in container closing the loop obstructing the container opening
(n=1) and pull-up cord left around the pilot chute leading to insufficient pilot chute inflation
(n=2). Four parachute malfunctions were line twists and one parachute malfunction was the
aforementioned parachute frozen in ice. One earth fatality was a double malfunction of BASE
gear equipped with a reserve parachute in which a spinning main parachute malfunction was
followed by reserve line twists. Two cliff strikes from spans occurred beneath a bridge where
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rock walls protruded from both sides. In one drowning case the report stated that the only
rescue boat was busy pulling another jumper from the water. At least two earth cases who were
alive on-site reportedly developed hypothermia. Pilot chute malfunction, poor visibility, and
strong/turbulent winds also contributed to BASE jumping fatalities.
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Figure 4. 106 fatalities in fixed object parachuting (BASE jumping) in the world 1981-2006 by type of
object.

Year

Figure 5. 106 fatalities in fixed object parachuting (BASE jumping) in the world 1981-2006 by year
and five most affected countries of incident. Other countries of incident included the United Kingdom
(n=4), Australia (n=3) and Russia (n=3). Nine countries suffered one fatality each.
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Study III
The risk of an injury event of any kind was six times higher per jump for students than for
licensed skydivers, and of the student incidents, 41%(44) occurred during the first two training
jumps; a substantial amount (26) of which were miscalculations during wing parachute flight
with fully operational equipment under normal environmental circumstances. AFF student
training had a non-fatal incidence rate less than half of the conventional student training.
Women were over-represented among injured skydivers, with an annual relative risk (RR)
ranging between 1.4 and 2.7 during the years under study. Women also had a significantly
higher proportion of landing injuries than men (RR 1.11 (range 1.01–1.23)). Miscalculations
during wing parachute flight and turbulence were major risk factors, as were off drop zone
landings. Non-fatal incidence rate varied between clubs. The three largest clubs combined
reported 48% of the total number of jumps during the time period, but their members reported
only 27% of the injury events. In the Stockholm Skydive Club 2001–2003, the risk of injury
was increased for the month of May, when skydiving activities resume after a 6-month winter
break. Equipment-related incidents including reserve activations accounted for 42 of all 257
(16%) cases. Of the 150 licensed skydiver incidents, 11 involved use of the reserve parachute.
Two were a result of hard main parachute openings, when the abrupt deceleration injured
both skydiver (neck sprain and rib fractures, respectively) and main parachute, necessitating
use of the reserve. The other nine experienced hard reserve landings. Number of jumps with
the equipment used was known in 140 incidents for licensed skydivers with a median of 70
(range 1–2000) jumps. Of the 107 student skydiver incidents, 15 involved use of the reserve
parachute. Of these 15 injury events, three occurred during main parachute opening, with
two hard openings and one entanglement where the main parachute twisted the knee of the
skydiver. The other 12 experienced hard reserve landings. Reasons for student reserve use
included four low main parachute activations with subsequent automatic reserve activations
and one premature automatic reserve activation. The lower extremities suffered 51% (160)
of the total 311 injuries. There were no injuries of severity AIS ≥4. Severities of the total 257
incidents were 105 (41%) MAIS 1, 122 (47%) MAIS 2 and 30 (12%) MAIS 3. The 30 MAIS 3
cases produced a total of 55 injuries (1 AIS 1, 15 AIS 2 and 39 AIS 3), of which 49 (89%) were
fractures, mainly located to the lower leg (14), thigh (13), spine (5), pelvis (4) and foot (4). Of
the 30 MAIS 3 incidents, six cases had >2 injuries of AIS 3 severity. All except one case of a
knee injury (complete disruption of the posterior and anterior cruciate ligament) had been
admitted to hospital inpatient care. Of the 30 MAIS 3 incidents, 27 occurred at landing and 3
during parachute opening. Six of these landing incidents were off the drop zone, including three
planned demonstration landings. The MAIS 3 group showed a shift towards higher experience
level. The median number of jumps was increased to six times that of the whole group, and 23
(77%) were licensed skydivers. The proportion of D-licensed (expert) skydivers was doubled
from overall 67 (26%) to 15 (50%). Five MAIS 3 incidents were miscalculated hook turns by
licensed skydivers. Other MAIS 3 incidents experienced by licensed skydivers included miscalculated standard, straight-approach landings with fully operational parachute under normal
environmental circumstances, miscalculated low turns performed without intent of gaining
airspeed, and turbulent air. Two MAIS 3 incidents with licensed skydivers occurred during
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parachute opening: one unstable parachute activation with the pilot chute line around the
neck and one unintentional opening of the main parachute. Two incidents of MAIS 3 severity
were experienced by first-jump students, both sustaining lower leg fractures as a result of hard
landings with operational wing (main and reserve, respectively) parachutes. Of the other five
MAIS 3 incidents with student skydivers, two were miscalculated standard, straight-approach
landings with fully operational parachutes under normal environmental circumstances, one
had entangled an arm with the opening parachute and sustained an upper arm fracture, one
landed in strong wind on a fence and one landed on grassy, uneven terrain.

Study IV
The overall sensitivity of the skydiving injury reporting system was 0.37 (95% confidence
interval (CI) 0.24-0.51). With non-minor injuries as the target for reporting, the sensitivity
was 0.67 (95% CI 0.43-0.85). No significant effect on reporting was found for gender, age,
license level, years in the sport, total number of jumps or club affiliation. The specificity was
0.91 (95% CI 0.83-0.95).

Study V
From the analysis of the narratives it was possible to identify a contextual theme present in the
three subsequent categories. The identified theme was named; Skydiving culture – A place for
joy, playfulness and safety awareness, and the three categories directly related to the aims of
the study; Incidents and injury events, Causes and contributing factors to incidents and injuries
occurrence and Incentives to report incidents or injury events. The reference frame emerging
from the narratives encompasses experiences of joy, passion and playfulness; and of injury,
suffering and death. The risk of injury is viewed as an integrated element of the recreational
activity, counterbalanced by its recreational value. From the text analysis it is suggested that
Swedish skydiving culture is carried by the local club rather than the national association. Even
if the SFF has far-reaching powers over the clubs, the present findings imply that skydiving
culture at the local drop zone and formal and informal hierarchical structures among skydivers
are what really decides how rules are enforced, risk-taking behavior is seen, and if incidents
and injuries are reported. Several narratives describe alcohol as a cultural expression within
the skydiving community. Respondents of both genders suggest that there may be differences
in the way women and men pursue skydiving.

Study VI
The free fall airstream forces dislocated the left shoulder joint of the skydiver, who, having a
nonfunctional arm, initially lost stability. Free fall stability was regained using the legs, while
the skydiver reduced the shoulder in free fall. Video recordings of the incident are freely available over the Internet from the Swedish tabloid Aftonbladet (http://wwwc.aftonbladet.se/atv/
player.html?catID=10&clipID=5761).
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Demography, activity and equipment of a skydiving population
Distribution of experience levels measured by number of jumps differed between men and
women (figure 6). Females appear to quit the sport earlier than males (figure 7). The age
distribution showed a “second age peak” which appears to largely consist of males who start
skydiving at the age of forty (figures 8-9). A national move in the SFF towards the AFF training system in 2007 was noticeable (figure 10). There appears to be a gender difference among
D-licensed Swedish skydivers regarding sizes of personal main parachutes (figure 11).

Figure 6. Total number of jumps by gender (F=Female; M=Male) among all persons (n=1049) renewing a skydiving license in the Swedish Parachute Association 2008.
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Figure 7. Years in sport by gender (F=Female; M=Male) among all persons (n=1049) renewing a
skydiving license in the Swedish Parachute Association 2008.

Figure 8. Age in years by gender (F=Female; M=Male) among all persons (n=1049) renewing a skydiving license in the Swedish Parachute Association 2008.
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Figure 9. Age in years by sought level of license (E=student; D=most experienced) among all persons
(n=1049) renewing a skydiving license in the Swedish Parachute Association 2008.

Figure 10. Year of entering skydiving student training by type of training (aff=accelerated free fall;
konv=conventional, i.e. static-line or instructor-assisted deployment) among all persons (n=1049) renewing a skydiving license in the Swedish Parachute Association 2008, as self-stated at license renewal.
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Figure 11. Size of personal main parachute in square feet by sought level of license (E=student;
D=most experienced) and gender (F=Female; M=Male) among all persons (n=1049) renewing a skydiving license in the Swedish Parachute Association 2008, as self-stated at license renewal.
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Discussion
Overall discussion
The optimal strategy for prevention of injuries in a recreational activity is one that lowers the
risk of injury while preserving recreational value. In fact, if it would be possible in a recreational
activity to implement an effective strategy for prevention of injuries that increases recreational
value, it would be desirable. The potential for incompatibility between safety measures and
recreational activities was pointed out by Ibsen in An Enemy of the People.63 Its central conflict
may be extrapolated to, for instance, injury prevention in a modern ski resort. In a classic essay
on injury prevention, On the Escape of Tigers: An Ecologic Note, William Haddon remarked:
“New technology and societal behavior has everywhere raised the ante”.64 Though injury
avoidance may be a fundamental human attribute, our construction of increasingly complex
tools and societies may have changed some characteristics of the dangers to be avoided. The
interwoven risk patterns brought about by technology and modern society are now leading
causes of the injury-related burden of disease.65, 66 Their study requires isolation of subsets,
ideally a clearly delineated societal behavior that is completely dependent on a technology and
has a reproducible measure of activity. One example is sport parachuting.

Specific discussions
Study I
Sweden appears to have a undesirable fatality record for skydiving student training. The Swedish student fatalities associated with free fall instability may suggest an AFF advantage in this
respect. Pre-jump vertical wind tunnel training may be another strategy to prevent student
instability in actual free fall, possibly fulfilling the above requirement of a strategy for prevention of injuries that increases recreational value. Four of a total five drowning incidents were
students, of which two had defective life jackets and two had none at all. The USPA requires
inexperienced licensed skydivers in their progression to higher license to do swimming pool
training with parachute equipment,67 getting out from under parachute and out of harness
while treading water, whereas the SFF requires no water training for students or licensed skydivers. An additional water hazard is that some licensed skydivers use weight vests to match
fall rates, and helmet-mounted video cameras. Release systems for helmet-mounted video
cameras are mandatory, but not for weight vests. Improved positioning may decrease the risk
of unintentional water landings. The worldwide increase in landing fatalities during the 1990s,
declared by the USPA as “A Decade of Landing Deaths”,68 did not occur in Sweden. Only one
case could be attributed to the introduction of faster wing parachutes, a misjudged diving turn
close to ground in 1993. The total number of Swedish jumps 1994–2003 exceeded one million,
but no fatality associated with landing of a fully operational parachute occurred in the country
during that time period. Regulations regarding experience level and wing loading, as well as
educational efforts in parachute piloting, may have contributed to this. However, as shown in
study III, dangers associated with fast wing parachutes and high-speed landing approaches
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seem far from over. After the completion of study I, one skydiving fatality has occurred in Sweden: A low 180 degree hook turn after which the skydiver could not achieve level flight before
impact. The two fatalities with alcohol inebriation indicate that testing is motivated. See also
study V findings regarding alcohol as a cultural expression within the skydiving community.
The finding that every fourth fatality caused by rapid deceleration against ground or water
survived impact and died during transports or in hospitals may have implications regarding
the need for swift and optimal trauma care in sport parachuting incidents. Some of the earlier
cases who died during transports or in hospitals might have had a better chance today, for
example a tree-landing with subsequent fall of 5 m, where the skydiver was found conscious
complaining about pain in the abdomen, later became unconscious, and died the same night
with pelvic fractures and associated internal haemorrhage.

Study II
BASE jumping is by tradition taught through personal apprenticeship, one-on-one. The author
was taught BASE jumping in the late 1990s by Lukas Knutsson, who was a motivating force
behind several developments in sport parachuting during that decade, first internationally
and then later in Sweden. He died in a BASE jumping incident in Switzerland October 11,
2002, after his pilot chute got caught in the turbulence behind his wing suit and entangled
with the bridle. The cases of technical pilot chute or static line failures point to the acute
importance of reliable parachute extraction. Developments in technology may be of value.
After Lukas’ fatality, internal/floating/smaller pilot chute handles were developed. Would it
be possible to further develop better systems to get the fabric out into the air? This question
may also be worth asking in skydiving, given the malfunctions in study I. Although the wing
suit enables the parachutist to fly farther from the object in free fall, decreasing the risk of
object strike, the cliff strikes in wing suit flight related to suspected glide path miscalculations
indicate that the wing suit technology may, to the contrary, lead to object strikes when used
to fly underhung objects. It is possible that the advent of garments that enhance the free fall
glide ratio has changed the topographical location of cliff incidents, which may have implications for search and rescue. As in study I, free fall instability of inexperienced jumpers was
a prominent problem in study II. However, several BASE jumpers who lost free fall stability
were experienced skydivers. Thus, the solution does not appear to be more skydiving training,
but rather specific training for the subterminal environment. A regular springboard above a
swimming pool is a cheap and accessible option and skydiving from hot air balloons (entailing even less initial relative airflow than BASE jumping since balloons move with the wind) is
another possible training method. The Stavanger BASE Club has addressed the subterminal
instability problem by setting up a training aid, the Pendulator, using a harness suspended
by ropes from trees. The author has tried it and found it an interesting experience. In fact,
the Pendulator is fun, fulfilling the above requirement of a strategy for prevention of injuries
that increases recreational value. Clearly noticeable among BASE fatality equipment factors
were off-heading parachute openings, especially on jumps from buildings and cliffs. Reasons
for ram-air (wing) parachute off-heading openings are believed to be multifactorial and may
include poor body position. One technological factor discussed in the BASE jumping com-
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munity concerns high subterminal velocity parachute deployment, after approximately 3–9
seconds of free fall delay from exit, when a reefing device to retard the parachute opening is
necessary to reduce deceleration forces but the strong airflow of terminal velocity has not yet
been achieved. The concern is that the reefing device may interact with the lines and the momentary reefing of lower surface inflation may increase the risk of off-heading opening.18 In
addition, on a jump with only 3–9 seconds of free fall, the parachutist must expect to deploy
the parachute close to the object jumped since time and airflow is insufficient to satisfactorily
fly away from it in free fall. Another technological consideration related to expected deployment
airspeed is the size of the pilot chute, i.e. the small round parachute that is deployed into the
airstream, where it anchors and subsequently extracts the ram-air wing parachute from the
container. BASE jumpers commonly use at least four different pilot chute sizes for different
deployment airspeeds: The lower the deployment airspeed, the larger the pilot chute, to ensure sufficient drag. However, too big of a pilot chute may cause deformation of the parachute
pack job during inflation, with resultant risk of off-heading opening, parachute malfunction,
or material damage. Anticipation of weather factors and clear visual contact with the landing
zone might have prevented injury in some of the BASE fatality cases. The quadruplex BASE
object classification in itself encompasses such a diversity of environments that it may be seen
as four different subsets of parachuting. Strong or turbulent winds contributed to fatality in
several cases, and air masses can move almost as freely through an antenna as under a bridge,
whereas weather and topography interact around cliffs, solid buildings and in the gorges that
bridges span. Most bridges offer free air soon after exit, whereas many cliffs and some buildings protrude from the vertical line below the exit point, which was also a contributing factor
in several incidents for those objects. Bridges, however, may have the hazard of water below,
possibly even rapids. Three drowning cases occurred on bridge-jumps. As in skydiving, water
is a risk factor that may be addressed with rescue boats and life jackets. Metal filaments fill the
air around antennas, a danger shown by the two wire strike cases. Skyscrapers are commonly
situated in urban areas, surrounded by the stalagmites of adjacent buildings, as seen in the
two cases of fatal collisions with other buildings/obstacles. The BASE fatality cases who were
alive on-site suggest that further development of specific rescue techniques and technologies
related to BASE activity may be of value. BASE jumpers should take all required measures to
facilitate a potential rescue operation, including preparedness for rescue in difficult locations.
The overall annual fatality risk in BASE jumping appears to be approximately 60–90 times
higher than in skydiving. For comparison to another attempt at describing the world BASE
jumper demographics, see the BASENumbers.org website (http://www.basenumbers.org/
default.asp), but bear in mind that several BASE jumpers known to the author (including the
second and third authors of the present BASE paper who are well qualified for a “BASE number”
with 100+ jumps from each object) have elected not to apply, and are consequently excluded
from the BASENumbers.org demographics. Sidsel Mæland’s estimate of the number of active
BASE jumpers in the world during 2002 was based on interviews with BASE jumpers active in
Norway during that year.57 Both her methods and results appear to have some resemblance
to Study V and it may be worthwhile to proceed further in this research direction, not least
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since the BASE environment is unregulated. Studies of BASE jumping culture and its relation
to human factor injury risks could be presented within the BASE community and serve as a
foundation for discussions between mentors and apprentices.

Study III
The wing parachute pilot errors suggest that training may be of value, for both novices and
experts. It is possible that developments in wing parachute design may be of value as well, for
both novices and experts. The finding that the lower extremities are at risk for injury in skydiving may at first seem so obvious that it is almost silly to discuss but there are, in fact, several
things to do in this area to prevent injury. Although military parachuting differs in many ways
from sport parachuting, recent studies showing the effectiveness of outside-the-boot ankle
braces merit a consideration of whether such protective gear could be of value also for civilians.69 Physical training and techniques to tolerate hard landings may reduce the number and
severity of injuries. Several spinal injuries were sustained during parachute opening. Part of
the problem with injuries sustained during this phase of the jump seems technological. Apart
from the dangers associated with miscalculated hook turns, that may produce a high-speed
glide path into the ground, high-speed landing approaches can also create traffic disturbances.
They should receive due recognition as advanced manoeuvres, and be separated from other
parachute traffic. The lower injury incidence for the AFF student training system seems favourable, but present data could not give any indications as to how AFF students fare as new license
holders, when left alone with fewer training jumps than other skydiving alumni. Efforts should
be undertaken to minimise the risk for off drop zone landings. Improved positioning may be of
value in this respect. Many Swedish clubs abandoned ground-to-student radio instruction during the 1990s, mainly because of poor technical quality. A radio reconsideration may be called
for. Turbulent air collapsing or deforming the textile wing can be avoided by parachutists who
are aware of this invisible enemy, and parachutes can be designed to minimise susceptibility
to it. With a proportion of nonminor injuries more than double that of road traffic, it appears
imperative that injured skydivers receive fast and adequate care. This is in line with the cases
in study I who survived impact and died during transports or in hospitals. The larger landing
injury proportion within the female group is intriguing.

Study IV
Less than half of injury events fulfilling the reporting criterion were actually reported and
one third of “non-minor” injuries were not reported. A low sensitivity affects validity in that
incidence calculations will appear false low: dangers may appear less dangerous than they actually are. If sensitivity is equally low for subgroups, risk comparisons may still be valid, albeit
with fuzzy outlines. This appears to be the case with the SFF injury data. Given no findings of
a significant effect on reporting for gender, age, license level, years in the sport, total number
of jumps or club affiliation, the injury risk factors related to these variables described in study
III are given some leverage. The false positive reporting, i.e. overreporting, may be an effect
of a well-meaning presumption among some jumpers that the more information reported,
the better. The SFF should be aware of this and may wish to assort data accordingly. Since
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the SFF injury definition70 does not state what the requirements for care of a physician are,
it may be desirable to change it from “an injury requiring care of a physician” into physician
contact Yes/No and a free text injury description. An additional hospitalization Yes/No (if
physician contact Yes) may be desirable as an indication of severity. This would be in symmetry with traffic injury statistics and give a crude estimate of health care consumption. More
ambitiously, computerization may allow graphic indication of anatomical location. Coordination of injury data collection in the Nordic countries may increase the quantity of data and
enable comparisons. The SFF may wish to clarify and motivate the reporting criterions to its
instructors and members.

Study V
Skydivers have been asked by non-skydivers about their reasons for participation so frequently
that it has evolved into a noun describing non-skydivers: Whuffo,71 from “Whuffo you jump
out of them airplanes?” (see also: http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=whuffo).
From the present narratives, it appears that elements of joy and playfulness may constitute
part of the answer. As one respondent put it: “They do it just for the fun of doing it.” In stark
contrast to these stated reasons for participation, the respondents also relate experiences of
serious personal injury and the death of friends. To effectively tackle these risks, preferably
with minimal impact on recreational value, where and how should interventions be implemented? It has been a joke on some Swedish national skydiving safety meetings, overheard
by the author, that “something needs to be forbidden”. Surely, national rules and regulations
have their place - Sweden’s by international comparison low number of hook turn deaths may
be an effect of SFF regulations regarding experience level and wing loading. But the study V
narratives point to local drop zone culture rather than the formally “almighty” SFF as having
the true power over Swedish skydiving safety. Perhaps the national Swedish skydiving organization should be viewed not so much as a pyramidal “nation”, but as a “confederacy” where
formal and informal hierarchical structures among skydivers on the local level are what really
decides how rules are enforced, risk-taking behavior is seen, and if incidents and injuries are
reported. Similar findings have been reported for Canadian skydiving; Laurendeau and Van
Brunschot argue that experienced skydivers “police the edge” by monitoring other jumpers.72
It may be an idea to follow the line started in commercial aviation, with a shift from a punitive
to a collaborative mindset that seeks to identify underlying system failures.73 Perhaps a way of
addressing safety issues and improving incident and injury reporting would be to work bottomup instead of top-down, for instance by initiating and promoting discussions on the local drop
zones. Regarding reporting, the narratives suggest simplicity as being of some importance. A
web-based system may be worth trying. The narratives also seem to imply that anonymous
reporting of incidents and injuries related to all aspects of skydiving, including aircraft ride
and ground hazards, may be of benefit. The respondents expressed several notions of what
an “injury” may be, and when it is appropriate to report. For example were ankle distortions
mentioned as being at times reported, but at other times not, depending on for instance if the
skydiver had suffered from the injury due to his/her “own bad decision”, or if it was due to a
“hole in the ground”.
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Study VI
The significance of this case study was pointed out by Lloyd in Extreme sports - ignore the
safety advice at your peril.74 The “altogether different outcome” mentioned in that text is,
in the worst case scenario, death. Reserve parachute emergency procedures in skydiving require bilateral hand and arm function, and a nonfunctional arm can render an inexperienced
skydiver unable to maintain a stable body position in free fall, which was shown in study I
to be a risk factor for fatality. Two of the cases in study III were student skydivers suffering
free fall shoulder dislocations. In both cases, an AFF instructor deployed the parachute for
the incapacitated student. Somewhat related to study V, the author experienced feelings of
social ostracism after the injury, being “grounded” for the remainder of that jump season.
The importance of shoulder stability in skydiving should be considered by medical doctors
performing precourse examinations.

Demography, activity and equipment of a skydiving population
Recently, Liam McNulty of the the IPC Technical and Safety Committee suggested to the author
that the skydiving population in the world may be aging, and that this may have implications
regarding health and safety. The author was therefore pleased to be able to present to the
Technical and Safety Committee75 the age distribution of the entire active Swedish skydiving
population. Future studies may show if the right-hand tail of the age distribution, stretching
well over sixty, will fatten. The finding that females appear to quit the sport earlier than males
may be of relevance for some of the gender differences proposed in studies III and V, as are the
possibly related findings of gender differences regarding experience levels measured by number
of jumps and regarding sizes of personal main parachutes among D-licensed skydivers. The
actual wing loading would have been a better measure, but common sense does not seem to
suggest D-licensed female skydivers as generally heavier than males. Results in study I and III
formed part of the argument for a national Swedish move towards the AFF student skydiving
training system in 2007, the effect of which is demonstrated in figure 10. Providing a valid
ground for this enormous intervention was one of the reasons for undertaking study IV. For a
comparison to another skydiving population, see for instance the demographics provided by
the USPA (http://www.uspa.org/AboutSkydiving/SkydiverDemographics/tabid/303/Default.
aspx). Among results regarding demography, activity and equipment of the Swedish skydiving
population omitted from the present thesis was an inventory of the experience levels of jump
leaders (study V points out the importance of informal authority in this position), a general
inventory of individuals holding different license levels (which has now sparked a discussion
about a revision of the SFF license levels altogether), and an inventory of the use of helmetmounted video or still cameras, which will be part of a future study of spinal injuries in sport
parachuting.
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Future perspectives
Spinal injuries in sport parachuting
A study of spinal injuries was started within the present thesis project and almost completed,
but in the end omitted from the thesis, as it was regarded a methodological repetition of study
III. It is a descriptive epidemiological study of all non-fatal spinal injuries reported to the SFF
1997-2006. In conjunction with the collection of SFF data, preliminary evaluations of instruments to measure opening shock and other physiological stressors in parachuting have been
made. Another research project in Sweden is currently examining neck pain/injuries among
Swedish skydivers by using a web-based survey (census study of the Swedish skydiving population) to elicit risk factors associated with neck and back pain.

Ankle braces for student skydivers
It has been humorously pointed out that randomised controlled trials concerning parachuting
traumas may entail both practical and ethical worries,76 but in 1998, Amoroso et al. published
their results from a randomized trial to determine if outside-the-boot ankle braces could reduce
ankle sprains during paratrooper training.69 The results showed that inversion ankle sprains
during parachute training can be significantly reduced by using an outside-the-boot ankle brace,
with no increase in risk for other injuries. Colonel Amoroso does not rule out the possibility
that they might work for civilian students as well.77 The author was kindly given a few pairs
of the outside-the-boot ankle braces from the European retailer, and current SFF RI Petter
Alfsson-Thoor test-jumped them. Concerns were raised, however, that they would not be sturdy
enough and that they might snag the lines in case of an unstable pull. Another model of braces
has now been found. During the spring/summer 2009, the SFF Safety and Instruction Committee will perform a pilot study to investigate if it is possible to implement an ankle-support
among student skydivers in Sweden as a part of the required jump equipment.

Dangers in tandem skydiving
Current literature appears insufficient (nil) regarding risks associated with tandem skydiving, but a number of anecdotes and incomplete data seem to suggest problem areas. One
tandem-related fatality has occurred in Sweden, a tandem passenger who suffered a fatal
acute myocardial infarction during the skydive. One anecdote told to the author speculates on
a similar condition for the tandem pilot, with subsequent death of passenger as well. Another
anecdote involves a passenger who fell out of the harness (http://www.dropzone.com/fatalities/
Detailed/185.shtml). Non-fatal injury patterns may involve fractures to the lower extremities.

Positioning
Existing altimeters, including AADs, are based on barometric technology, conceptually similar
to the barometer carried by André-Jacques Garnerin on his jump in 1797. They have precision
limitations, are subject to meteorological phenomena, and can not determine multidimensional position or provide information on motion other than vertical. As shown in this thesis,
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three-dimensional movement has caused traffic-related injuries and fatalities from collisions
both in free fall and while under parachute, but there is presently no way to measure these
movements or provide a collision avoidance system. Landing outside the designated area is an
important risk factor for both injuries and fatalities, and delayed rescue operations have been
a factor in fatalities. But air traffic control of airborne athletes, including aircraft exit point,
free fall movement, verification of parachute deployment, wing parachute flight movement,
and landing location, is currently limited to visual observation only. A project has been initiated in cooperation with the Air Navigation Services Division of the Swedish Civil Aviation
Authority to test the feasibility of Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) technology in
sport parachuting.

Chasing the tails of Tigers: Theoretical framework
The works of William Haddon served as theoretical framework for much of the present thesis
project, but upon its completion, neither the “Ten Strategies”, outlined in the Tigers essay64
and modernized by Baker and Runyan,78 nor the “Haddon Matrix”79 appeared optimal for
overall synthesis of the findings. Both models yielded “overall” tables of complexities that
seemed counterproductive to Haddon’s aim of “identification and conceptualization”, especially
in a non-academic setting. Therefore, work was begun to explore the possibilities to devise
an alternative theoretical framework. One model that may have some potential addresses the
category of injuries that arise from the “new technology and societal behavior” mentioned by
Haddon in the Tigers essay. That is, dangers that are man-made. To prevent injuries created
by technology and societal behavior, two dialectic general strategies may be possible:
1. Limit the dangerous technology/behavior (detainment strategy).
2. Develop counteracting technology/behavior (development strategy).
Neither formulation (“cage” versus “counteract” may be more appropriate, in reference to
Tigers, or perhaps “restrict” versus “research”?) nor conceptualization are fully developed,
but an incomplete, imperfect attempt at an overall summary of some present findings into this
preliminary model, with some exploratory suggestions for improved safety, is given in table 2.
The exemplifying safety recommendations were arrived at from discussions among the authors
of the respective studies. The model is still crude and oversimplified, but it is a first attempt at
addressing, as a whole, the problem with dangers in sport parachuting.
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Table 2. Summary of some risk factors (dangers) in sport parachuting described in the studies upon
which this thesis is based, with some safety suggestions structured around a preliminary model to
conceptualize strategies to prevent injuries created by technology and societal behavior: Limiting
(detainment) of the dangerous technology/behavior versus development of counteracting technology/
behavior.
Studies Danger

Detainment

Development

I, II, III

Novice instability in free fall

Jumping restrictions

Training methods

I, II, III

Off drop zone landing
including water landing

Jumping restrictions

Positioning, rescue boats,
life jackets, water training, radio,
release systems for weight vests

I

Alcohol inebriation

Testing and grounding Modify drinking culture

I, II

Delayed trauma care

Facilitate rescue/care

II, III

Miscalculation of free fall flight Flight restrictions

Training methods

I, II, III

Miscalculation of parachute
flight

Flight restrictions

Training methods, parachute
flight characteristics

I, II, III

Deployment failure by parachutist

Jumping restrictions

Positioning/AAD, training methods

II, III

Pilot chute/static line malfunc- Testing and grounding Parachute extraction technology
tion

I, II, III

Parachute malfunction

Testing and grounding, Parachute inflation technology
neat packjobs

II

Off-heading opening into
object

Stable pull, pack
method relation to
free fall time and pilot
chute size

Parachute inflation technology,
pilot chute technology

I, II, III

Weather factors

Jumping restrictions

Training methods, clothing, radio,
parachute flight characteristics

I, II, III

Traffic disturbances

Traffic rules

Positioning, collision avoidance,
radio

III, VI

Shoulder instability

Testing and grounding Operation, training methods,

Specific rescue/care techniques

flight techniques
III

Landing injury lower extremities

Flight restrictions

Training, ankle braces, PLF

III

Hard parachute opening

Neat packjobs

Parachute inflation technology
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Conclusions
These studies show that participants in the recreational activity of sport parachuting are
exposed to a number of interacting human, equipment and environment risk factors, several
of which are deadly. Reasons for participation are described in terms of “joy”, “playfulness”
and “fun”. It may be desirable to take recreational value into consideration when exploring
safety measures, in order not to counteract the purpose of the activity: More safe same fun,
or ideally: More safe more fun. Safety measures should target the causes of the most severe
injuries described in these studies.

Human factors
Safety strategies to explore for preventing novice instability in free fall may include preskydiving vertical wind tunnel training and the AFF skydiving training system. The current
SFF combination of deterrence and didactics regarding wing parachute piloting may be further
explored. Alcohol and shoulder instability may be addressed with skydiving safety regulations.
Informal advice and instruction in BASE jumping regarding advanced maneuvers such as acrobatics or wing suit flying may be of value, as may dialogue and further exploration regarding
risk-ignorant attitudes within the BASE culture.

Equipment factors
Technological developments may address parachute and parachute extraction system malfunction, off-heading parachute opening, and hard parachute opening.

Environment factors
Some of the environment risk factors described may be addressed with safety regulations and
informal advice, rescue boats, life jackets, water training, clothing, and improved positioning. Outcomes of future injury events may benefit from improvements in rescue and trauma
care.
Computerization of future injury data collection may allow graphic indication of anatomical
location. Coordination of data collection in the Nordic countries may be of value.
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